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Editor’s Letter

German investment bank Deutsche Bank in its “The Future of Payments” reports has suggested that “cash is unlikely to disappear anytime soon”. However, the bank believes that
cash is losing ground to digital solutions and “non-sovereign cryptocurrencies pose a threat
to political and financial stability.” The report also said that if China launches a digital yuan, it
could pose a threat to the US dollar.

OUR BLOG ARTICLE FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE IS ABOUT THE
TOP CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING BOTS AND SIGNAL SERVICES
Bitcoin (BTC) the bulls are facing stiff resistance at $9,600. However, the positive thing is that
they have not given up much ground, which suggests that the buyers are not hurrying to close
their positions. The price might now dip to the 20-day EMA, which is likely to act as a strong
support. If the price bounces off the 20-day EMA, Bitcoin is likely to break above $9,600 and
rally towards its target objective of $10,540.49. Both moving averages are sloping up and the
RSI is in the positive territory, which suggests that bulls have the upper hand.
Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the crypto currency world and
upcoming new crypto project LCG Energy the first utility provider aiming to push the adoption
of renewable energy projects through blockchain technology and green investments.

Enjoy the issue!

Karnav Shah
Chief Editor
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- LCG Energy
- 4C Trading
- World Market
- BitXmi
- EDCON

What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

- Simbcoin
- Smart Trade Coin
- Haasonline

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
TOP CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING BOTS
AND SIGNAL SERVICES

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, crypto traders welcome to this week’s 116th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall
Cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $259 Billion. We have seen a $10 Billion Increase in the
Market Cap since last week. Bitcoin price is currently around $9267 from $9060 last week and
has increased by 2.28%, and ether price is now at $188 from $174 last week and has increased
by 8.05%. The current market cap for bitcoin is $169 Billion, and for Altcoins, the current market
cap is $90 Billion
German investment bank Deutsche Bank in its “The Future
of Payments” reports has suggested that “cash is unlikely
to disappear anytime soon”. However, the bank believes
that cash is losing ground to digital solutions and “non-sovereign cryptocurrencies pose a threat to political and financial stability.” The report also said that if China launches a
digital yuan, it could pose a threat to the US dollar.

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin

65.29%

Ethereum

7.96%

Bank of Japan deputy governor Masayoshi Amamiya has
said that technical innovation is happening at a fast pace.
If the public demand for a central bank backed digital currency soars in Japan, the central bank must be ready to
issue it. This shows how several developed economies are
toying with the idea of launching their own governmentbacked digital currency.

XRP

4.23%

Bitcoin Cash

2.71%

Bitcoin SV

1.96%

Tether

1.80%

Meanwhile, the recovery in crypto prices is attracting institutional investors. Data from Skew shows that total Bitcoin
futures open interest across major crypto exchanges has
topped $4 billion. BitMEX at $1.43 billion and OKEx at $1.11
billion head the list. Even Bitcoin futures options volumes
have picked up month-on-month, according to platform
Deribit.

Litecoin

1.70%

EOS

1.53%

Binance Coin

1.11%

Cardano

0.56%

Others

11.14%

A huge open interest build up shows confidence among
market participants that a rally is imminent. However, if the
spot price fails to rally higher, it might lead to the liquidation
of these positions, which in turn, will pressure the markets.
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TOP 10 COINS
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/USD

The bulls are facing stiff resistance at $9,600. However, the positive thing is that they have not given
up much ground, which suggests that the buyers are not hurrying to close their positions. The price
might now dip to the 20-day EMA, which is likely to act as a strong support.
If the price bounces off the 20-day EMA, Bitcoin is likely to break above $9,600 and rally towards its
target objective of $10,540.49. Both moving averages are sloping up and the RSI is in the positive
territory, which suggests that bulls have the upper hand.
We also spot a rounding bottom pattern that will complete on a breakout and close (UTC time) above
$9,600. This bullish setup has a target objective of $12,770.
The momentum will weaken if the bears sink the price below the 20-day EMA. Below this level, the
decline can extend to the next strong support at $7,870.10. If this level cracks, the trend will turn in
favour of the bears.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

The bulls have carried Ether to the overhead resistance at $200. We expect the bears to defend this
level aggressively. The price might now dip to the immediate support at the 20-day EMA.
If the price bounces off this support, the possibility of a break above $200 increases. We spot a
possible rounding bottom formation, which will complete on a breakout and close (UTC time) above
$200. This setup has a target objective of $283.75.
However, the bulls might face stiff resistance at $224.71 and again at $239.45. Therefore, traders
should watch these levels closely. Our bullish view will be invalidated if the bears sink the altcoin
below the 20-day EMA and the critical horizontal support at $157.73.
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

XRP surged on February 2 and broke above the overhead resistance at $0.25457. However, the
altcoin failed to pick up momentum, which shows a lack of buyers at higher levels. The failure to
sustain the price above $0.25457 is likely to drag it to the 20-day EMA.
The bulls have held the dips to the 20-day EMA since January 27. Therefore, we expect the bulls
to defend this support once again. If the price bounces off the 20-day EMA, the buyers will once
again attempt to carry the price to the first target objective of $0.282. Above this level, the rally can
extend to $0.31533.
Conversely, if the bears sink the price below the 20-day EMA, the digital currency can dip to
$0.21262. A break below this level will be a huge negative and will turn the trend in favour of the
bears.
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BITCOIN CASH - BCH/USD

Bitcoin Cash has been consolidating between $363 and $396 for the past few days. This is a positive sign as it shows that the traders are buying the dips to the support at $361.67. A consolidation
near the overhead resistance increases the possibility of a breakout of it.
If the bulls can scale the price above $405, the uptrend will resume. The next level to watch out for
will be $440 and above it $500. With both moving averages sloping up and the RSI in positive territory, the advantage is with the bulls.
Contrary to our assumption, if the bears sink the price below the 20-day EMA, the cryptocurrency
will lose momentum. The trend will turn negative on a break below the recent low at $296.69.
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BITCOIN SV - BSV/USD

Bitcoin SV has been trading inside a symmetrical triangle for the past few days. Usually, this setup
behaves as a continuation pattern but sometimes, it even acts as a reversal pattern. Therefore, it is
advisable to take positions only after the price breaks out of the triangle.
For the past four days, the bulls have been holding the support line of the triangle. However, they
have not been able to achieve a strong bounce off it. This shows a lack of demand at higher levels.
If the price does not move up within the next couple of days, the bears are likely to sink the price
below the triangle. Following the breakdown, the next support to watch out for is $236. If this support also cracks, the decline can extend to $158.852.
Conversely, if the bulls can carry the price higher, a breakout of the triangle is possible. Above the
triangle, a move to $337.80 is likely.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
Bitcoin community goes bonkers as Twitter adds BTC emoji

Bitcoin HODLers, uh, rejoice! Today, Twitter bequeathed on us a gift: the Bitcoin hashtag now has
its own emoji. To use the emoji, all you need to do it enter the hashtag of “Bitcoin,” and the emoji
will magically appear on your screen.
While this isn’t a case of crypto mass adoption per se, the community has gone mad over this small
nod to Bitcoin by Twitter.

Bitcoin community reacts to the new emoji
For some reason or another, the cryptocurrency community as a whole has gone bonkers over this
announcement. Bonkers bonkers.
If you haven’t tweeted out “#Bitcoin” yet, are you even a part of the revolution?
Below is a perfect case in point. (While the newfangled emoji doesn’t appear in the embedded
tweet, it does on the Twitter client.)
Read more...
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MIT Develops ‘Spider’ Tech to Enable More Efficient Off-Chain Crypto Transactions

Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) have co-developed technology
they say can help avoid congestion on off-chain cryptocurrency payments networks.
The “Spider” crypto routing scheme, according to its developers – including Vibhaalakshmi
Sivaraman, a graduate student at MIT’s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
(CSAIL) – offers a more efficient type of payment channel network, or PCN.
Used on “layer 2” scaling solutions like bitcoin’s lightning network, PCNs allow users to charge
accounts with a chosen amount of cryptocurrency. Payments are made across a network of such
accounts and only the setting up and closing of the accounts is registered on the blockchain.
This can result in payments that are far faster and more scalable than those made directly on the
blockchain, and is touted as a way to make crypto payments more feasible in bricks-and-mortar
stores. Bitcoin transactions, for example, currently take on average roughly 11 minutes to be confirmed on the network, though the figure has sometimes peaked at over 15 minutes. Lightning is said
to take from milliseconds to seconds, by contrast.
According to a CSAIL report on Spider, PCNs can be slowed by inefficient routing schemes, and
often quickly run down users’ accounts, meaning they are forced to top up their funds frequently.
Read more...
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People’s Bank of China Injects $174M Into Economy, More Than Bitcoins
Entire Market Cap

While economies all over the world are functioning at a slower pace, central banks are trying to
prevent a collapse by flooding more money into their markets, with China injecting the entire Bitcoin
(BTC) market cap into the system.
In other words, People’s Bank of China (PBoC) intends to increase the sum of 1.2 trillion yuan into the
market, in an effort to fight the financial instability due to the Coronavirus outbreak. Crypto enthusiasts have noticed this and are preparing for stormy weather when it comes to the economic activity
in the country. Coronavirus killed more than 300 Chinese people and infected another 14,350. It
started at the same time the markets were closed for the lunar New Year’s holidays.

The US Federal Reserve Has Injected Billions of Dollars Since September
2019
Repurchase agreements and banking bailouts are meant to increase commercial banks’ liquidity while the new money enters the system. Last year in September, the US Federal Reserve has
injected billions of dollars into the US market, with President Trump also offering bonuses and tax
cuts to banks and billionaires.
Read more...
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Minecraft Treasure Hunt ‘SatoshiQuest’ Will Cost You $1 on the Bitcoin Trail

New Minecraft server sets players on a treasure hunt to find hidden Bitcoin.
Each new life costs $1, and proceeds are pooled for the eventual winner.
Dead Minecraft servers litter the history of cryptocurrency. Can SatoshiQuest withstand another
sudden increase in BTC’s transaction fees?
Bitcoin can now be earned by Minecraft players thanks to the new SatoshiQuest server [Github].
Players pay $1 for each new life, the proceeds of which go into a pool for the eventual winner.
Players connect to their own unique in-game Bitcoin wallet which is displayed on the screen HUD
(seen below). The goal is to find the hidden Bitcoin before everyone else.
When a player gets close to the treasure (within 25% of the total blocks), their position is broadcasted to all other players. According to the creator of the server, this is to give everyone a fair chance
and to make sure no one camps on the loot spot.
All Bitcoin transactions are completed on-chain for now. Its creator has expressed a willingness to
see a fork [Reddit] of the server which would incorporate Lightning Network transactions.
Read more...
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$37,000,000 in Bitcoin (BTC) for Sale by US Government, Registration for
Online Auction Begins

Registration opens today for a big Bitcoin auction. Crypto enthusiasts holding bank accounts located
in the United States will be able to participate if they register by the February 12th deadline.
According to a notice published by the U.S. Marshals Service (USMS), the federal law enforcement
agency will put an estimated 4,040 Bitcoin up for sale, currently valued at $37.3 million, through an
online auction held on Tuesday, February 18, 2020, from 8:00 a.m. EST to 2:00 p.m. EST.
Winning bidders will be notified the same day via email. According to the notice,

“The USMS will notify the winning bidder(s) via email with instructions for the next step to complete
their transaction the same day as the auction, even after 5:00 PM EST. The winning bidder must
send the purchase price funds (less the deposit amount) by a wire transfer originating from a bank
located within the United States and provide a wire transmittal receipt to the USMS by 2:00 PM EST,
on Wednesday, February 19, 2020.”
Officials say that the crypto was acquired through 56 federal criminal, civil and administrative cases,
with multiple forfeitures involving the Drug Enforcement Administration.
Read more...
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Crypto hedge funds outperformed traditional hedge funds in 2019

Crypto could be a good investment. Crypto hedge funds saw returns of 16.33% in 2019 according
to Eurekahedge, while traditional hedge funds took in 10.4%, according to HFR, as reported by the
Financial Times.
Equally, crypto could also be a terrible investment. The Eurekahedge Crypto-Currency Hedge Fund
Index, soared by 1,708.50% in 2017 during the height of the Bitcoin bubble, but lost 70.27% of its
value in 2018.
But the crazy numbers have piqued the interest of institutional investors. “Bitcoin has a higher return
on a one, three and 10-year basis than any other asset class,” Steve Kurz, head of asset management at crypto-fund Galaxy Digital, told the FT.
And Chris Zuehlke, global head of another crypto-fund, Cumberland, added that it is “only a matter
of time before traditional banks get involved, perhaps as brokers between customers and liquidity
providers like us.”
Both Cumberland and Galaxy Digital are borne from the minds of traditional investors. Galaxy Digital
was founded by Mike Novogratz, formerly of Goldman Sachs, and Cumberland was founded by
DRW, a traditional trading company.
There are now more ways for institutional investors to invest in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.
Intercontinental Exchange offers physically settled Bitcoin futures trading via its platform Bakkt,
while CME has both futures and options trading available in its cash-settled Bitcoin futures.
Read more...
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UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) Revises Crypto-Based Business
Registration Fee

Following a series of consultative forums with the virtual assets community, UK’s Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) has revealed that its revising crypto businesses registration fee upwards. The regulator has henceforth rolled on two distinct registration fees for crypto-based businesses according
to their sizes AMBCrypto reports.
The regulator announced that enterprises with a net income of £250,000 from crypto assets activities will be levied a fee of £2,ooo. In addition, the regulator said that firms with more than £2,000
net income from crypto activities will have to pay £10,000 registration fee.
The revised registration fees requirements comes after a discussion of the proposals by the regulator that were released last year in October. Initially, the regulator had proposed a flat fee of £5,000
for all crypto-based businesses. The new fee structure was arrived at following protests from startups and smaller businesses.
The new fee structure from the regulator still raised some protests from the smaller businesses operating in the UK. However, the regulator has remained firm about the updated fee structure explaining that the agency is fully funded by the levies and fees it collects from the businesses it regulates.
As per the press statement, the operation costs have increased in the last couple of years owing to
the increased amount of work that the agency has to undertake while regulating the crypto-based
businesses, hence the need to update the fees and levies upwards.
Read more...
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French Payment Giants Worldline and Ingenico Merge in $8.6 Billion Deal

French fintech companies Ingenico and Worldline are set to merge, according to a Feb. 3 press
release. The €7.8 billion ($8.6 billion) buyout deal was accepted by shareholders of the companies,
both of which had previous exposure to crypto.

The merger and significance for shareholders
As part of the agreement, Worldline will offer Ingenico shareholders a mixed cash and stock compensation, with a premium of 17 percent over its Monday trading levels.
The combined entity will be held primarily by Wordline shareholders, with 65 percent, while the
remaining 35 percent will be in the hands of Ingenico investors.
The merger continues a trend of consolidation in the payments industry. Earlier in January, Visa
acquired fintech startup Plaid, which also had a small cryptocurrency footprint.

Ingenico and Wordline’s crypto exposure
Worldline provides a large variety of services ranging from Point of Sale terminals, online merchant
services to e-ticketing and fleet management systems. Ingenico is primarily known for its Point of
Sale devices despite major diversification efforts. Its board of directors removed former CEO for 11
years Philippe Lazare in November 2018.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Usage Among Merchants Is Up, According to Data From Coinbase
and BitPay

Although bitcoin adoption may move at a glacial pace, merchants are seeing sustained traction
regardless of market dips.
According to BitPay Chief Marketing Officer Bill Zielke, the payment processor facilitated $1 billion
worth of cryptocurrency transactions in 2019, with bitcoin leading the pack. Likewise, a Coinbase
spokesperson said Coinbase Commerce processed $135 million worth of cryptocurrency payments
for thousands of merchants in 2019, which represents a 600 percent increase in the number of
unique transactions via Coinbase Commerce since 2018.
Ether and various stablecoins make up a small percentage of both of the above-mentioned totals,
with Chainalysis reportedly estimating roughly $4 billion in bitcoin alone was sent through payment
processors in 2019. As such, Coinbase is looking to build out its merchant services in 2020.
Of course, the number for credit card payments is much higher, dwarfing bitcoin’s $4 billion purchasing power. Credit card purchase volume in 2018 was $3.7 trillion, according to a 2019 report from
the U.S. Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection.
Read more...
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How To Buy Bitcoin and Other Cryptocurrencies Using Paypal

These days there are myriad ways people can purchase cryptocurrencies, and the payment platform Paypal is a popular choice. Multiple crypto brokerage services and exchanges allow people
to buy digital currencies with the payment option. The following post is a simple guide and list of
exchanges that support Paypal payments so you can get started buying crypto with the service.

Buying Cryptos With Paypal
The cryptocurrency ecosystem is 11 years old and there are more ways than ever to purchase and
obtain cryptocurrencies in 2020. Some trading platforms allow users to pay with debit and credit
cards and with bank transfers as well. But there’s also a slew of businesses that allow people to
purchase bitcoin and other cryptos with the Paypal payment processor.
In order to make your first cryptocurrency purchase by leveraging Paypal, you obviously need a
Paypal account. You also need to register with a trading platform or brokerage service that sells
digital currencies like BTC, BCH, and ETH with Paypal. There’s a good number of services that allow
users to pay for their cryptos with the payment provider. Lastly, you will also need a cryptocurrency
wallet that supports the digital asset you want to purchase. Bitcoin.com’s wallet is an excellent noncustodial wallet solution that allows you to store, send, and receive both BTC and BCH.
Read more...
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PLATINUM PROJECT INFORMATION
LCG Energy

About LCG:
The LCG Energy Group is an energy supply company and operates in the fields of energy management, renewable energy, management consultancy, and fund management. It´s also market leader
in Co2 efficient projects as well as Smart Meter Technology – both government-funded. The Group
companies are characterized by their strong growth in profitable sectors.
The LCG Group founded in 2009, has subsidiaries in the Netherlands, Germany, Luxembourg,
Austria, United Kingdom, Gibraltar and Hongkong.
The main activities of the organization include energy management as an energy supplier, project
planning and contracting in the field of renewable energies, as well as services in the field of management consultancy and fund management.
LCG Group is a profitable energy company with a record revenue base of more than € 40 mn in
2019. It will invest 80% of the ICO revenues in renewable energy projects. In addition, based on
actual commitments and projects already sold in 2019, LCG forecasts a triplication of the revenues
in 2020.
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Project Details:
LCG Energy is a blockchain-enabled energy ecosystem, collateralized by actual energy to offer better prices for consumers. With real energy and renewable energy projects LCG aims to become the
first electricity provider in the world to adopt blockchain technology in order to resolve the issue with
the information asymmetries between consumers and electricity providers and bring full transparency to the industry.
- LCG Energy is a blockchain-enabled energy ecosystem, offering better prices for consumers.
- LCG Energy invests in real energy and renewable energy projects.
- LCG Energy has a capital protection and return of investment > 20% p.a.
- LCG has already a client base of more than 55.000 corporate clients
- LCG had a revenue base of over € 40.000.000 in 2019

Official Video: https://lcg-group.de/video/en.mp4
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Token and funds distribution:

Roadmap
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Core Team:

Dipl. -Kfm Michael Opitz

Manfred Daig

Rolf Jahn

CEO and Founder

Technical Director

Sales Director

Armin Lauer

Fabian Klein

Aaron Battle

Investment Advisor

Marketing Advisor

Sales Advisor

Advisors:

Dimitri Haußmann

Armin Lauer

Investment Advisor

Investment Advisor
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More Information:
Token Name: LCG
Token: 2,500,000,000 LCG
Accepting: BTC, ETH, USD, EUR
Distributed in ICO: 70%
Hard Cap: 1,750,000,000 LCG
Website: https://lcg-group.de/
Email: info@lcg-group.de
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LCGICO/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/LcgIco
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/hustle_token/
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/lcg-energy-ico/
Medium: https://medium.com/@lcgenergy
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNrA6pqbl0z22-rTvcsBFfg
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/LCG_Energy_ICO
Telegram: https://t.me/LCG_ICO_official
Whitepaper: https://lcg-group.de/docs/white-paper-en.pdf
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TOP CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING BOTS
AND SIGNAL SERVICES

Hi Crypto Network,
Increase your cryptocurrency trading results by using crypto Bots and Signals. Achieve fast and
efficient trading and get to know the top crypto bots and signals.

CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING WITH BOTS AND SIGNALS
Cryptocurrency trading is the act of buying and selling of cryptocurrencies through a trading account
or an exchange. In simple terms, cryptocurrency trading is the act of speculating on the price movements of cryptocurrencies. Traders can then trade the cryptocurrency without necessarily having
ownership of the coins. You can buy when you speculate that the currency will rise in volume and
sell when you think it will drop in value. Crypto trading through an exchange is whereby you purchase the currencies through an exchange and hold them until you are ready to sell.
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Due to the volatility of cryptocurrencies, you need to have good trading strategies to make it. Luckily
there are trading courses, mentoring services and trading signals and trading bots that make cryptocurrency trading much easier. They will make it easy for you to know when to buy or sell your
cryptocurrencies and help you to make the right decision on the choice of currencies to trade.

WHAT ARE CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING SIGNALS?
They are signals that come in form of a set of instructions that inform you on which cryptocurrency
to buy, its buying price, the target selling price to get a profit and when to exit to stop loss.
When it comes to giving value, it is not at all times that a signal will give an absolute value. In some
cases, it will give you a range.
Most trading signals are accurate and once you follow their recommendations there are high chances that you will get a good return. That explains why many crypto-traders are keen on using signals
to ease their trade.
Cryptocurrency holders require a wallet that acts the same as a bank account, but instead, it holds
crypto coins. Since the successful launching bitcoin, the popularity of cryptocurrencies and imminent bull run has attracted quite some investors ready to trade in digital currency. This has given rise
to many exchange platforms that work to facilitate transfers of digital coins such as Bitcoin.

CRYPTO TRADING SIGNALS-HOW THEY WORK
Crypto-trade signals can either be generated manually or automatically. Manually is through a professional trader whereby the trader will do his research and technical analysis and send the signals.
Automatic signals are normally done by trading algorithms and bots.
Most crypto signal providers will charge you a fee through different subscription plans for you to
buy signals. There are also free crypto trade signals though they are not that reliable since most are
from open source. Crypto signal providers will send you the signals through mail or your preferred
means of communication. Most of them prefer to send cryptocurrency signals through Telegram.
The information will be given promptly so that you can get the most out of them.
In addition to the basic information provided by Crypto Signal providers, some providers will go the
extra mile by providing you analysis and crypto trading charts. Some will give you supporting evidence on why they settled on a certain trade.
It is important to note that crypto trading signals are normally affiliated with cryptocurrency exchanges. That means that you need to have an account with that cryptocurrency exchange to trade off
the signal.
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WHAT ARE CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING BOTS?
Cryptocurrency trading bots explore market opportunities then capitalize on them to make a profit.
As much as this can be done manually by a trader, it is a lot of work and not efficient. It is also not
convenient as cryptocurrency markets are very volatile. The best bit about a crypto bot, however, is
that it not only monitors crypto but also can monitor several markets at the same time. It is also very
fast when it comes to executing the trade.

CRYPTO TRADING BOTS- HOW THEY WORK
A crypto trading bot is an automated crypto trading software that uses API to get all the relevant
information about the market then use that information to either buy or sell cryptocurrencies on
your behalf. A trading bot does this by interacting with a financial exchange to monitor and analyze
market conditions such as the trading volume, orders, price and time for it to do algorithmic trading.
As much as trading bots are automated, they can be pre-programmed according to your needs and
preferences.
Even though trading bots offer so much convenience, most of them cost a significant amount of
money.

BEST CRYPTO TRADING BOTS AND SIGNALS SERVICES (REVIEW)
4C-Trading | 4C-Butler
If you are looking for a platform that can give you trading signals while at the same time be a bot then 4C trading is the right
platform for you. 4C-Trading offers the full automation package
that allows traders to use their algorhitmic trading signals which
were developed and are constantly updated by quant traders.
Full automation means that you connect once to the system via
API and can then enjoy profits while sleeping.
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While other providers rely on traders emotions, mood and consistency 4C-Trading has taken a data
driven approach which is a similar direction favored by hedge funds.

The platform has a unique interface and can easily be set up with. your telegram account. Their
Smart USD trading bot operating on Binance has been proven profitable over more than 18 months
by now and is consitently outperforming a buy and hold strategy.
The signals have a high accuracy of up to 80% which is very reliable and suits the needs of retail
investors. They also offer specific solutions for funds and high networth individuals upon request.
The Brussels based team has also set high standards for customer care and education material in
form of written and video content all paid members have access too.
The small downside of the platform is the price since you need to cover your costs eventually and
therefore should put a minimum of $2000 in their trading system. Otherwise 4C-trading excells in
professionalism and the auto-trading feature which functions on a very high level.
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Hassonline
It deems itself as the number one Bitcoin trading bot platform
in 2020. Through the platform, you can automate your trade
and concentrate on other things. As much as Hassonline is well
known for Bitcoin trading, it can support other altcoins as well.
Haasbot will increase your chances of success as it works with several exchanges especially the
large main ones such as Coinbase, Bitfinex, and Binance. It works with up to 21 exchanges.

Security and safety are an integral part of a platform and Hassonline ensure that. The platform is
safe legitimate and free from any scam alerts.
The downside of the platform is that there is no balance in terms of the user interface. It is not the
simplest for beginners and at the same time does not have many advanced features to advanced
users. The customer care is not in many languages as much as it meets the global standards.
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STC
This is a user-friendly crypto trading Bot platform that works for
both experienced and inexperienced users. The Smart Trade
Coin software is a powerful information tool that can help you
trade several orders at the same time in a fast and effective
way. The tools provide information on different exchanges,
crypto reporting, and investment training.

Blockchain Whispers
If you are looking for a reliable and effective crypto signals
platform, then Blockchain Whispers is the right choice for you.
It has a reputation for being the most reliable when it comes to
Bitcoin signals and providing market insights. It not only provides signals based on the market condition but also provides
education and empowers its users to maximize profits and
lower losses in the bear market.

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article. Thanks for reading!
Have a fantastic day!
Live from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.
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